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Introduction
The paper revealed the best and the worst of candidates. Excellent case-study knowledge
saw high marks for many in the last section of the paper but, in marked contrast,  the first
section revealed very patchy skills with OS skills especially weak. The greatest discriminator
was often a lack of clarity about what to do, with command words too often ignored and
problems of scale and context all too apparent when looking at the map extract.
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Question 1
There were very few wrong answers although some candidates appeared to be confused by
the phrase 'land features' despite its use on the OS key.

Examiner Comments

A perfect answer.

Question 1 (a) (iii)
This question polarised students. Those who understood 'shape' did very well indeed using
geographical terminology effectively. However it also produced very many poor answers in
which, even if they demonstrated understanding of “shape” (which many did not), too many
candidates chose to keep going and to describe “site”, so making one wonder if they really
did understand site.

Examiner Comments

A good answer with nucleation recognised as
well as the focus of that nucleation.
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Examiner Tip

Remember that every word in a question has a
function – if you ignore keywords it is likely that
you will miss the point.

Question 1 (b)
There were many excellent answers. However several answers ignored the command
to “use the key provided” drawing elaborate trees and failing to shade in Ledbury; the
positioning of Fig 1(b) in relation to the map extract may have confused some candidates; a
significant number of  answers had the M50 completely wrong – they were clearly plotting
the motorway’s route across the red rectangle, not along the bottom of Fig. 1(b).

Examiner Comments

A good deal of confusion here in a 'battleships' approach to the
question; this answer fails to score.
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Question 1 (c)
Descriptive skills were generally good but occasionally candidates were let down by a limited
basic understanding of maps. Marsh End, in the middle of the red rectangle, caused many
candidates to decide it was all marsh despite the absence of any appropriate symbols; they
then carried forward this idea into 1(d). However, a good number of candidates recognised
this as farming rather than just an empty void. Some overplayed the amount of woodland
(possibly looking at Fig 1(b) instead?) but others strayed into explanation. Many made use
of grid references.

Examiner Comments

A mixture of the intelligent (farming) and the obvious
which descends into a list but a typical 4/4 answer.
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Question 1 (d)
There were some good answers, looking at urban/Ledbury, woodland etc, although
explanations could be rather basic. The command “state” was translated into “describe” in
some cases, and “one” became two; some thought 1d(i) was “explain” – which generated
longer answers which strayed outside the box. Many students had issues over scale in which
Ledbury became a 'city' and rural roads became dense communication networks.
Too many students saw this as a methodological question about map styles which they
managed to carry through to the 'suggest one reason..' part with no self-consciousness.

Examiner Comments

Unfortunately this answer, which is an example of the type
referred to above, cannot score any marks.

Examiner Tip

For mapwork questions take a step back and make
sure you have the scale correct. For example, it is
useful to have a mental picture of what a ‘village’
looks like on a map.
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Question 2 (a) (i)
The majority of students had little trouble with this question, with the commonest error
being an inversion of the journey.

Examiner Comments

A typical correct answer which is awarded 1 mark.
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Question 2 (a) (ii)
There were a number of good answers to this but many were very confused by the length
of the lines and the numbering, conflating the key with the numbers of visitors. The mark
scheme allowed a wide range of measurements, given that some took the origin to be the
centre of the circle whilst others took it from the edge.

Examiner Comments

Some students chose to answer the previous question with
a diagram - for this question this was an unusually accurate
representation which scores 3 marks.

Examiner Tip

On the few occasions when you don’t know the answer then
make an intelligent guess. Blank answers obviously cannot
score any marks!
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Question 2 (a) (iii)
Despite a majority of solid responses too many answers suggested that candidates were
unfamiliar with rose diagrams.

Examiner Comments

This answer was not untypical and scores no marks.
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Question 2 (b)
Those who 'got' this did very well indeed with some excellent critical skills deployed. For
other candidates the biggest problem was recognising “the places FROM which people had
travelled”. This then generated answers about travelling to big places such as Gloucester
for shopping etc. However, many answers included the idea of “more visitors from larger
places” with evidence or “more visitors from nearer places” but relatively few included both
ideas. Some converted the number of visitors into a % of a population when looking at the
distance decay idea. Others saw the size of the car park as being significant or, in itself, the
chosen destination, leaving people to complete the rest of their journey to, for example,
Ross on Wye on foot. Some candidates left this question and moved on to question 3.

Examiner Comments

This is a typically confused answer.

Examiner Tip

Remember to read instructions carefully and to look
carefully at the data.
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Question 3 (a) (i)
Most students managed this without difficulty. However some candidates do need to read
the question more carefully. 3(a)(i) wants the answer “to the nearest kilometre” and 3(a)(ii)
wants “20 year period”.

Examiner Comments

This answer includes a less common error showing a problem
with scales. The answer cannot be awarded the mark.

Question 3 (a) (ii)
Once again most had no trouble with this. However some candidates need reminding to
read the question carefully. 3(a)(i) asks for the answer “to the nearest kilometre” and 3(a)
(ii) asks for a “20 year period”

Examiner Comments

This answer includes a typically common error and
can score no marks.
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Question 3 (a) (iii)
There were many good answers to this question: greenhouse gases, solar output, orbital
and/or tilt variations, volcanoes and albedo effects were all proposed. A few mentioned
“effects” rather than “cause” and some dragged ozone into the explanation.

Examiner Comments

A standard and very common response with basic cause identified
(1) impact on greenhosuse gases (1) and result of that (1).
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Question 3 (b)
There were very many very good, detailed and well exemplified answers. A few
only addressed one effect, some addressed 3 or 4 (often generating extra pages).
There were many excellent answers to this question based on very sound case-study
knowledge. The most apparent problem was a tendency to repeat the glacier retreat,
specifically excluded by the question, and, more commonly, to lack supportive detail about
generic problems.

Examiner Comments

This was a rare example of a limited response with 1 mark
being awarded for drought and 1 mark for reduced crop yields
and no second cause identified. This answer scores 2 marks.

Examiner Tip

Many questions, especially, those that revolve around
case-studies expect some data in the answer. Make
sure that you are prepared for that.
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Question 4 (a) (i)
This produced excellent answers although some were overlong, waffling answers that made
a meal of the data whilst others decided to “explain” as well as describe. Overall the
examiners saw some solid/good answers showing detailed case-study material.

Examiner Comments

Inexplicably a few students decided to concentrate on just one
of the global regions. This answer scores 2 out of 4 marks.
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Question 4 (a) (ii)
This question produced a great deal of good, detailed knowledge (largely ignoring the
command “outline”). Unfortunately a few answers also ignored “Use examples...” and
ended up as rather bland and generalised.

Examiner Comments

A typically full and detailed answer based on case-study
material which scores full marks.
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Question 4 (b)
There were very many excellent answers which showed a thorough and detailed knowledge
of traffic management schemes. There was a marked distinction between this majority
and those which could not refer to details of Park and Ride or congestion charging
schemes. Nevertheless, the detail provided in the best answers was very impressive.

Examiner Comments

A not untypical answer which scores full marks.
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Paper Summary
Not for the first time with this paper, its ability to reveal the inconsistencies in candidates'
performances was quite startling. On the one hand, there were some quite excellent
answers whenever learned case study material was asked for, notably on Question 4 but
also in Question 3. This was in very marked contrast to the performance on the skills
elements of Questions 1 and 2. Map skills were sometimes quite rudimentary even from
students who did so well later on in the paper. The most worrying aspect of this was the
inability of students to grasp the idea of scale, their reading of ‘white’ areas on a map and
their capacity to ignore key words in questions – ‘shape’ comes to mind. To use examination
‘speak’ it was their ability to understand maps that became the real discriminator on this
unit.
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:
http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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